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Senate Resolution 65

By: Senators Kennedy of the 18th, Gooch of the 51st, Robertson of the 29th and Anavitarte

of the 31st 

ADOPTED SENATE

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending the work and achievements of Greater Georgia Action Inc.1

as well as its chairwoman, former United States Senator Kelly Loeffler; and for other2

purposes.3

WHEREAS, Senator Kelly Loeffler launched Greater Georgia Action Inc. (Greater Georgia)4

over two years ago, leveraging her business and political experience to build a year-round5

infrastructure and ground game to register more voters, engage diverse communities, and6

protect election integrity to empower Georgians and ensure continued success, prosperity,7

and progress for the State of Georgia; and8

WHEREAS, Greater Georgia employs a variety of tactics to encourage robust civic9

participation, including grassroots advocacy, door-knocking, phone-banking, letter-writing,10

digital and physical advertisement campaigns, roundtable discussions, and more; and11

WHEREAS, in just two years, Greater Georgia has made tremendous progress and reached12

historic milestones; and13
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WHEREAS, these milestones include making over 2.6 million voter contacts, registering14

more than 36,000 new voters, and holding over 100 events to register voters and mobilize15

under represented communities; and16

WHEREAS, Greater Georgia's efforts have played an important role in delivering historic17

voter turnout in the State of Georgia; increasing the participation of young voters, women,18

and the Black, Asian, and Hispanic communities; restoring voter confidence; and educating19

about issues of utmost importance to all Georgians; and20

WHEREAS Greater Georgia not only recognizes the importance of expanding civic21

participation through issue advocacy and voter registration but also rises to the challenge of22

ensuring every Georgian knows their voice deserves to be heard; and23

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that this outstanding program and its 24

extraordinary leaders, staff, and volunteers be appropriately recognized.25

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body26

recognize and commend Greater Georgia Action Inc. and former United States Senator Kelly27

Loeffler for their outstanding contributions to the State of Georgia and extend their most28

sincere best wishes for its continued success.29

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed30

to make appropriate copies of this resolution available for distribution to former United31

States Senator Kelly Loeffler and Greater Georgia Action Inc.32


